
Mr. President,

Turkey aligned itself with the statement delivered by Sweden on behalf of the EU.
Therefore, I will keep my remarks brief.

Mr. President,

In the Middle East, we have started this year with the trauma of intense fighting in Gaza.
A big scale Israeli operation towards densely populated area inevitably resulted in huge
numbers of civilian casualties , leading to a true humanitarian tragedy .

Since the very start of the operations, we condemned the disproportionate use of force
and the punitive measures which harm the well-being of the entire population of Gaza.
As a result of such acts and policies, the people of Gaza left without civic infrastructure,
livelihood and proper means to lead a dignified life.

Although a ceasefire has been declared, the suffering of the Palestinians in Gaza didn't
end. Resolution 1860 has not been implemented. The people of Gaza continue to be
under siege. Tight restrictions on the crossings hinder redressing the deep wounds
caused by the Israeli operation and returning to the daily lives. Basic infrastructure,
schools, clinics are still in ruins. Reconstruction is at standstill. Public health is in
jeopardy. There is no economic and trade activity that we can speak of.

The report of the Fact Finding Mission led by Justice Goldstone vividly depicts the scene
in Gaza and gives us a very detailed account of the events that took place at the start of
this year.

Some say that the report is a threat to the peace process. We prefer to see it as an
opportunity.

An opportunity for Israel to rectify the situation in Gaza.

An opportunity for the international community to address the depr ivation and hardship
of the Palestinian people and not to look the other way.

We need to take this opportunity and follow up the recommendations of the report. In
fact, credible investigations into the alleged violations could help building confidence
between the parties, thus contributing to the peace efforts in the region.



Mr. President,

Turkey believes in lasting peace in the Middle East. We firmly support the efforts to
reactivate the peace process in all its tracks within the framework of the relevant
Security Council resolutions, Madrid Principles, Arab Peace Initiative and the road map
obligations.

However, we also believe that it is no longer possible to remain indifferent to the
situation in Gaza. It has long ago become a matter of humanity and integrity . The burden
of responsibility is building up on the shoulders of the international community.

Therefore, it is time for the UN to combat impunity, to uphold accountability and to act in
coherence.

After all, justice and peace are the two sides of the same coin. Peace cannot be
achieved without delivering justice.

Thank you, Mr. President.
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